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As we compile this edition of The PHS News, I am 
reflecting on all that we have achieved, learned and 
experienced throughout the past two months. It really 
has been a period of extraordinary change and the 
Prahran High School community has risen to the 
challenge so well. And, along with the pride I feel in our 
students and community, I am also reflecting on the 
upheaval, the uncertainty and the genuine trauma of a 
global pandemic. It really is an historically difficult and 
worrying period, the likes of which most of us have not 
experienced before. 

I am so grateful to be living in Australia as we navigate 
the Covid-19 crisis as a society. Our governments have 
responded, our communities have come together, 
following instructions and accepting some short-term 
hardship for the greater good; broadly it seems our 
discourse as a society has been constructive. Most 
importantly the rate of infection and death has been kept 
relatively low by the actions of us all. 

That is not to say that all members of our community, 
or any part of society, are having the same sort of 
experience. I have my job and I am so grateful for that – 
not everyone has been this lucky. Many people have been 
stood down, industries like hospitality, the arts and retail 
(and others) have essentially just stopped! This impacts 
some of our families, as these industries are a part of 
who we are at Prahran High School. 

I think about people in this situation often. And, I can’t 
wait to be part of the rebuilding – buying dinner in a 
Windsor restaurant, seeing a play at The National or 
meeting friends for a coffee on Beatty Avenue. 
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While this is still some way off still, I am sure that when 
we can, communities will rally around and support these 
industries as much as they can once again. I know I will.

We are now at the end of the fifth week of Term 2. We have 
seen so many amazing stories of learning, resilience, 
creativity and kindness from our students, staff and 
community. Overall, this has been a positive, valuable 
learning experience and we’ll be stronger for it. As we 
move toward our Recharge Week, we feel it important 
to celebrate these successes and take time to reflect on 
the very real, historical significance and difficulty of this 
period. The world is going through a lot right now and it 
is tough.

One day when our students are adults, when they’re at 
work or university, when some have their own children, 
this current Covid-19 crisis will be referenced. It will 
forever be part of our shared history. The Spanish 
Influenza pandemic of 1919 is a part of the history of 
Australia, and the world. In another 100 years, Covid-19 
will be part of that conversation too and we are living 
through it. 

Next week, as we shift direction a little, to Recharge 
Week, we will invite our students and staff to slow down 
and reflect on what we’ve all been through, what we’ve 
learned and what we’ll take from this experience as we 
move forward.

Happy reading and take care.

Nathan Chisholm
Foundation Principal

https://prahranhighschool.vic.edu.au/
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Monday Tuesdays Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:40 - 9:00 Digital Atrium – Mentor Check-in Digital Atrium – Mentor Check-in Digital Atrium – Mentor Check-in Digital Atrium – Mentor Check-in Digital Atrium – Mentor Check-in

9:00 - 9:45

Inspiration Session 1 
7ABC - Maths (SAV/GOL/NIL)

7DE - English (PUR/GRI)
 8AB - French (ELL/SEN)

8CDE - HBHM (DAV/MAY/DOM) 

Inspiration Session 5  - Design Lab
7AB - Art, Design, Innovation (KAR)
7CDE - Design Lab (GOL/BLO/KAR)

7AB - Humanities (TUR/GRI)
8CDE - Science (GRA/SAV/DAV)

Maths – Independent Skills Session
Maths Teachers will use this time  

to provide support to students  

Maths – Independent Skills Session
Maths Teachers will use this time  

to provide support to students 

Maths – Problem Solving Challenge
Maths Teachers will use this time  

to provide support to students

9:45 - 10:00 Recharge Break

10:00 - 10:45

Inspiration Session 2 
7ABC - English (TUR/GRI/BLO)

7DE - Maths (GRA/NIL) 
 8AB - HBHM (DAV/MAY)

8CDE - French (ELL/SEN/ROB)

Inspiration Session 6 
7ABC Drama - (BYR)

7DE - Food (RIC)
 8AB - Science (GRA/SAV) 

8CDE - Humanities TUR/PUR/BLO) 

English: Independent Reading  
and Responding (45 mins)

English Teachers will use this time  
to provide support to students

English: Independent Reading  
and Responding (45 mins)

English Teachers will use this time  
to provide support to students

Yr 7: English - Weekly Writing Challenge
Yr 8: Weekly Writing Challenge 

English Teachers will use this time  
to provide support to students

10:45 - 11:00 Recharge Break 2

11:00 - 11:45

Inspiration Session 3 
7AB - French (Ell/SEN)

7CDE - HBHM (DOM/MAY/DAV)
8AB - Maths (GOL / NIL) 

8CDE - English (TUR / PUR /BLO) 

Inspiration Session 7 - Humanities 
7ABC - Science (DAV/SAV/GRA)

7DE - Humanities (PUR/GRI)
 8ABE - Food Tech (RIC)

8CD - Design Lab (BLO/KAR) 

Year 7 and 8:  
Wednesday Wellbeing Program

Independent Learning Time:  
Students have free time to  

complete activities and projects 
Teachers will use this time to  

provide support to students on  
request, and to provide targeted  

feedback using OneNote and Teams 

Friday Fun Challenges –  
Inspiration Session and Digital  

Assembly (FID/ROB/CHI) 
Assembly Items 

School Leadership Activity
Introduce Friday Challenges – 

Students work on their choice of 
engaging/fun extension  

and enrichment projects. 
All Teachers – providing assessment 

feedback on LT from the week

11.45 - 12.00pm Recharge Break 3

12:00 - 12:45

Inspiration Session 4
7AB - HBHM (DAV / MAY)

7CDE - French (ELL / SEN / ROB) 
 8AB - English (TUR / GRI) 

8CDE - Math (GOL / NIL / SAV)  

Inspiration Session 8  
The Ethical Scientist 

7ABC - Humanities (TUR/ELL/SEN)
7DE - Science (GRA/FID) 

 8AB - Drama (BYR)
8CD- Art, Design, Innovation (KAR)

HBHM Whole School Physical  
Activity Challenge (30-45 mins)  

12:45 - 1:30 Lunch Break

1:30 - 3:30pm Independent Learning Time Independent Learning Time Independent Learning Time Independent Learning Time
Friday Challenge Session 2

All Teachers – providing assessment 
feedback on LT from the week

 3:30pm  Staff Meeting Art Club etc. Book Club / Special Projects Collaborative Learning Time  Friday Gratitude

The Prahran High School story of Learning@Home is a 
good-news story at a challenging time. We have been so 
pleased at how well our students have responded to our 
new reality. They have been engaged, logging in every 
day, communicating with their teachers and focused on 
their learning.  

Some students have absolutely thrived, relishing the 
opportunity to go further and deeper in their flexible 
time at home, while other students have struggled for 
motivation, needing more regular guidance from us. 
All students have participated and maintained a strong 
connection to PHS. And, with a solid month of learning 
behind us, we now refine and improve as we progress 
into the second half of term. This begins next week with 
Recharge Week. 

Along with catching our breath next week, prioritising a  
time of reflection, we will also tweak the weekly assessment  
arrangement for the following weeks, until we return to 
school. This will align our approach more closely with our 
termly Cycles of Learning and begins the transition back 
to High Street, from Tuesday 9 June 2020. 

There has been quite a bit of system interest in the 
Learning@Home model we developed and the way 
our students and staff are responding. We have had 
the opportunity to positively share our story with other 
educators locally and globally. It is a thrill to talk to other 
educators and thought leaders about our students and 
school. Later in May, Nathan is looking forward to joining 
a global Zoom discussion panel with colleagues from 
around the world.  

Make an Impact Mondays

Make an Impact Mondays are about  
setting ourselves up to have a  

successful week of Learning@Home. 
We reconnect with our Mentor Groups,  

reflect on our habits and Learning@Home 
practices and set targets for the week. 

Our inspiration sessions for the day are in our 
Maths, English, French and HBHM learning 

areas and show us new skills and build 
routines for practice across the week.

Digital Atrium

Students start the day by checking  
in with their Mentor Teacher, who help 

them focus and plan their learning.

Students are expected to be logged on  
to TEAMs during this time. Attendance 

will be taken using Compass.

Challenge Fridays

Fridays are about connecting with our 
learning in a way that challenges and 

extends us - persisting and embracing 
the challenge of Learning@Home and 

seeking to enrich and extend our learning.
Our Maths and English challenges  

encourage us to apply our skills along  
with some critical and creative thinking. 

After that, our path on Fridays is one that 
we choose for ourselves. We can choose 
some extension, enrichment or leadership 

development learning that connects with our 
learning area. We may also participate in other 
engaging and varied whole-school challenges - 

family, community, leadership and fun!

Creativity Thursdays

Thursdays are about thinking  
differently – about using our  

imagination, playing with possibilities, 
and applying our learning in  

real-world activities and projects. 
Today, we have freedom and flexibility  

in our learning, using our time independently  
to complete our weekly activities and  

learning tasks. We use critical and creative 
thinking to generate solutions to  

problems that we are facing. 

Independent Learning Time

Students have independent time to 
complete activities and projects. 

Teachers are available via Teams  
and email to support students.  

Teachers will also provide real-time 
feedback to students via  

video-conferencing.

This is flexible time for student learning  
– no attendance will be taken.

Character Wednesdays

On Wednesdays, we take time to  
think about our physical and mental 

wellbeing, as well as the agency,  
habits and behaviours that lead us  

to be successful learners. We reflect 
critically on our progress, recharge,  

and plan ahead to finish the week well. 
During the day, we reconnect with our  
Mentor Group for a wellbeing session,  
and also participate in a whole school  
activity and fitness challenge – helping  
to build a Healthy Body, Healthy Mind! 

Maths/English and Challenges

In these regular sessions, students  
build their core literacy and numeracy 

skills by completing independent  
learning tasks set by their teachers.

Students have access to teacher  
support during this time and will receive 

ongoing feedback on their progress.

Curiosity Tuesdays

Curiosity Tuesdays are about  
engaging with and becoming  

inspired by our learning.  
Our Inspiration Sessions focus on Science, 

Humanities, the Arts and Design –  
areas where our natural curiosity helps us  

to explore, wonder, question and investigate  
as we shape our own learning paths.

Inspiration Sessions

Students engage with new content  
as part of a virtual workshop, using 

Microsoft Teams.  

Students have 1x Inspiration  
Session per subject, per week. 

Students are expected to be logged on  
to TEAMs during this time. Attendance 

will be taken using Compass. 
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Next week we change direction and pace just a little. 
We have listened to feedback and taken time to reflect 
ourselves on what is most important at this time. As 
we’ve hit the mid-point of the Learning@Home term, we 
have decided that next week is Recharge Week. 

The purpose of Recharge Week is to provide a structured 
break to reflect, to process the challenges we have faced 
and the impact of this period on our lives and the world 
around us. Recharge Week will enable us to reflect on 
what has given us the strength and resilience to deal with 
these challenges, and to look to the future with renewed 
agency, enthusiasm, hope and optimism. 

We have developed a week-long approach which offers  
opportunities for students to reflect, engage, collaborate, 
design, make, participate, and also to reduce pressure 
and re-energise.  

Across Recharge Week, we will lead with a daily focus 
‘prompt’ or topic – these aim to promote positive 
reflection, sharing, and connection between students. 
We will then provide a list of daily reflection activities 
that relate to physical and mental wellbeing. We will also 
encourage students to connect with friends and family. 

There is a planned flow across the week, starting by  
looking inward and moving toward looking more outward  
as the week progresses. Students have total flexibility  
to engage with activities of their choice and will be invited 
to share as we go. There will be art, writing, filmmaking, 
poetry, photography, sports, music, community activities, 
school improvement ideas and more. 

When we return to school we will create a gallery of our  
learning which reflects our current experience. We want 
to capture our shared, lived experience of the isolation 
period and Recharge Week provides students the space 
to think. 

James Fidler and Shannan Roberts

Assistant Principals

TUESDAY

Perspective

Gratitude

Resilience

WEDNESDAY

Collaboration

Kindness

Connection

THURSDAY

Independence

Learning

Wisdom

FRIDAY

Hope

Enthusiasm

Optimism

MONDAY

Impact

History

Significance

Recharge Week is a structured time to reflect, to process the challenges we have faced and the impact on our lives  
and the world around us. Recharge Week will enable us to reflect on our strength and resilience and to look to the future  

with renewed agency, enthusiasm, hope and optimism.

We have now seen and heard the good news from 
Premier, Dan Andrews, regarding a staged return to on-
site learning for school students, staff and communities.  

Prahran High School students will be expected  
(and enthusiastically welcomed!) back to school  

on Tuesday 9 June 2020.

We have already begun to make further plans for the return 
to school and will communicate more as we progress.  
The transition back to school needs to be treated as 
exactly that - another transition. 

RETURN TO SCHOOL 
It won’t be easy for some students. Much has changed 
for them; new habits are formed and daily life has been 
very different. We will prioritise wellbeing, connection and 
taking time to re-establish helpful routines for learning. 

More information about the return to school and 
coronavirus (COVID-19) can be found on the Department’s 
website, which will continue to be updated.

https://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/department/Pages/coronavirus.aspx


There are many questions to be asked. There are endless 
ideas for thematic concepts to underpin the naming and 
development of our new ‘house’ teams. There are colours, 
patterns, mascots, logos… 

There is the traditional structure evident at Hogwarts and 
there is Prahran High School building for our future, and 
there is a lot in between. There is no right or wrong. All ideas 
are welcome and we would love to see lots of entries. 

HOW TO ENTER
1. Form a group of friends with whom you can collaborate 

and plan your entry.

2. Brainstorm ideas and concepts together to refine your 
thinking. E.g. great inventers, female athletes, indigenous 
leaders, local historical figures, native fauna, Greek gods… 
let your thinking soar.

3. Research the ideas and concepts you would like to 
put together and offer as an entry to ensure you are 
presenting an informed proposal.

4. Complete the editable entry PDF attached to the poster. 
You may need to include further details or links to 
other sources. That is fine and can just become further 
attachments.

5. Submit your completed competition to Mr Chisholm at 
nathan.chisholm@education.vic.gov.au by the end of 
Term 2.

PHS HOUSE TEAM DEVELOPMENT 
COMPETITION 2020

HOW WILL WE DECIDE? 
1. All entries will be accepted and will be considered.

2. An initial judging criterion will be used by a panel of 
student leaders, staff and community members. 

3. The panel will refine the entries and then announce the 
top entries which will then go to a community vote.

4. A community vote will be held and all students, staff 
and family members will be able to vote.

When we decide on a vibrant, relevant and helpful 
structure to take us forward, we envisage that our 
students will participate in a range of sporting, dramatic, 
fun and academic activities throughout the year.  
Furthermore, the development of our system may be 
used for student engagement and wellbeing structures 
as we grow and scale-up in coming years. There are so 
many opportunities and this is just the beginning

As we continue the development and growth of our school, today we launch a community competition to plan the 
purpose, theme, colours and names of a system of ‘house’ teams which will become a feature of school life at 
Prahran High School. The concept of school ‘houses’ dates back centuries and while we may not end up using this 
traditional language of ‘houses’, it is our starting point. 

We have decided to pursue the development of a ‘house’ team structure for our school as the students and staff believe 
we can add even more to school life for our students. Together, we see leadership, design, team-building and healthy 
competition as part of this. Importantly we also see connection, engagement and pride. We don’t seek to mimic the 
traditions of older schools – we seek to create our own and they must be right for us. The Student Leadership Action Team 
is enthusiastic about this and will have a role in leading this forward.
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PHS - HOUSE DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION 2020

Group names:

House theme and description of relevance and significance:

House Name 1:      Colour or Pattern?

Why is this important to honour?

House Name 2:      Colour or Pattern?

Why is this important to honour?

House Name 3:      Colour or Pattern?

Why is this important to honour?

House Name 4:      Colour or Pattern?

Why is this important to honour?
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Pandemic Art & Design. 
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